Maximally entangled and GHz-clocked on-demand photon pair source
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We present a 1 GHz-clocked, maximally entangled and on-demand photon pair source based on droplet etched GaAs quantum dots using two-photon excitation. By employing these GaP microlens-enhanced devices in conjunction with their substantial brightness, raw entanglement fidelities of up to 0.95 ± 0.01 and post-selected photon indistinguishabilities of up to 0.93 ± 0.01, the suitability for quantum repeater based long range quantum entanglement distribution schemes is shown. Comprehensive investigations of a complete set of polarization selective two-photon correlations as well as time resolved Hong-Ou-Mandel interferences facilitate innovative methods that determine quantities such as photon extraction and excitation efficiencies as well as pure dephasing directly – opposed to commonly employed indirect techniques.

INTRODUCTION

On-demand sources of entangled photons are a fundamental enabling technology for future long range quantum network schemes [1,3]. While commonly employed sources of entangled photon pairs rely on intrinsically limited spontaneous down conversion processes [4, 5], quantum emitter based sources promise greater potential – albeit with higher system complexity. Enormous progress towards practical implementations of quantum emitter based sources has been made in the past decade [6–8]. However, applications of current entangled photon sources are still limited by the simultaneous realization of long quantum memory storage times as well as a set of critical parameters, which consist of the emitter clock rate $\Gamma_{\text{rep}}$, entanglement fidelity $f$, source efficiency $\eta$, photon indistinguishability $I$ and single photon purity $g^{(2)}(0) [9]$. While each parameter has been addressed individually in specifically designed devices and experiments [10,13] demonstrating a source which combines all of these parameters simultaneously in one and the same device has proven illusive. For example, while atomic systems feature high entanglement fidelities and information storage times, repetition rates are fundamentally limited [14]. Nitrogen or Silicon vacancy centers in diamonds are exceptional quantum memories [15], but cannot easily serve as deterministic sources of entangled photon pairs. Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) feature attractive properties such as interoperability with existing semiconductor miniaturization technology, flexibility in emission wavelength and high potential clock rates. Even though one would expect only exciton (X, 1.5910 eV) and biexciton (XX, 1.5871 eV) transitions to be observable in TPE, we find that this is not the case here. This can be attributed to the fact that the positive trion transition $X^+$ is very close to excitation laser energy, which leads to parasitic excitation of positively charged QD states. The latter also causes an average positive charging of the QD, thereby reducing the TPE efficiency. Notably, this is the case even though the TPE power dependence of Fig. 1(b) clearly demonstrates coherent driving of XX through observation of Rabi oscillations [19]. $\pi$-pulses are achieved at pulse energies of 11.4 ± 0.1 fJ at which a photon pair rate $\Gamma_{\text{pair}}$ of 0.58 MHz is recorded. Figs. 1(d-f) depict XX auto-correlation as well as linearly co- and cross-polarized cross-correlation XX–X traces, respectively, recorded by time tagged (TTR) photon correlation. A clear anti-bunching is observed in XX autocorrelation trace, from which a single photon purity of $(99.7 \pm 0.2) \%$ and the XX
The X lifetime $T^X_1 = (134.96 \pm 0.50)$ ps are deduced. The XX–X co–(cross)-polarized cross-correlation traces demonstrate a clear bunching (anti-bunching), as expected from the XX–X-cascade, c.f. Fig. 1(c). The X lifetime $T^X_1 = (200.4 \pm 1.4)$ ps remains far below the excitation cycle time of $T_{\text{rep}} \simeq 1.0$ ns, unambiguously demonstrating the on-demand behavior of the photon pair source at $T_{\text{rep}} \simeq 1.0$ GHz.

While the total efficiency of the photon pair source can be determined straightforwardly by $\eta_{\text{pair}} = \Gamma_{\text{pair}}/T_{\text{rep}} = \eta_{\text{ex}}\eta_{\text{det}} \simeq (8.1 \pm 0.4) \cdot 10^{-4}$, the actual values for the excitation $\eta_{\text{ex}}$ and detection $\eta_{\text{det}}$ efficiencies cannot be easily determined without resorting to indirect methods such as simulations or calibration of optical losses. Another method that was proposed by Jahn et. al. is to use the decay of the auto-correlation function to gain access to the QD transition efficiency though characterization of its blinking behavior. Such an analysis is performed and yields a maximum expected $\eta_{\text{ex}}$ of 0.61 ± 0.02, c.f. Suppl. Fig. S10. Here however a different method to determine $\eta_{\text{ex}}$ and $\eta_{\text{det}}$ with no assumptions on the time dependence of the underlying QD carrier jitter processes or any other quantity in the experimental setup is proposed. The assumption is that for any one photon detection event of X or XX a second photon is created for the same excitation pulse. This assumption is justified by the very high single photon purity as well the deterministic behavior of the XX–X cascade in TPE. The co-polarized two-photon efficiency is therefore $\eta_{\text{pair}}^{2P} = \Gamma_{\text{pair}}^{2P}/T_{\text{rep}} = \eta_{\text{ex}}^{1P}\eta_{\text{det}}$, which facilitates interference of $\eta_{\text{ex}} = (\eta_{\text{pair}}^{1P})^2/\eta_{\text{pair}}^{2P} = (7.6 \pm 0.9) \%$ and $\eta_{\text{det}} = \eta_{\text{pair}}^{2P}/\eta_{\text{pair}}^{1P} = (1.1 \pm 0.1) \%$. The resulting $\eta_{\text{ex}}$ is in strong contrast to the value deduced by the blinking analysis. Due to the simplicity of our model and the avoidance of any assumptions on the jitter, we are confident that the results describe the given photon pair source more accurately. The value determined for $\eta_{\text{det}}$ is in good agreement with our previous work, in which an equivalent photon extraction scheme was employed, the value of $\eta_{\text{det}}$ was however deduced indirectly from calibration of the experimental setup [21].

From the polarization resolved correlation matrix the two-photon density matrix $\rho$ is calculated [26]. Fig. 3(a) illustrates $\rho$ as a function of selected XX–X event time delays $\delta \tau$, while the corresponding entanglement negativities $N(\rho)$ are shown in Fig. 3(b). $N(\rho, \delta \tau)$ is extracted from two-photon TTR-based four detector correlation data of Fig. 2 correlation histograms involving one detector pair (raw data shown in Suppl. Fig. S5) and the fitted model. Even though the fitted model uses the same limited detector timing resolution it exhibits maximally entangled behavior, independent of $\delta \tau$. The latter is also true for both two- and four-detector data, although with a lower absolute $N_{\text{max}}^{(2P)} = 0.479 \pm 0.005$ ($f_{\text{max}}^{(2P)} = 0.95 \pm 0.01$) and $N_{\text{max}}^{(4P)} = 0.443 \pm 0.005$ ($f_{\text{max}}^{(4P)} = 0.84 \pm 0.01$), respectively, where $f_{\text{max}}$ denotes the corresponding entanglement fidelity. By leveraging the exci-
lent agreement of the model and correlation data as well as the observed dependence on the selected polarization basis it may be inferred that $N_{\text{max}}$ and $f_{\text{max}}$ are limited only by the experimentally achievable purity of the polarization projection bases and not by the actual quantum state. This fact also explains the differences between the two and four detector data: When using two detectors one may choose a basis pair which yields the smallest projection errors, while this is not possible when all detector combinations are employed, thereby yielding increased projection errors. More information can be found in the supplementary material. Due to the four fold increased number of coincidences using four detectors in TTR mode compared to two detectors in histogram mode, the statistical errors are significantly reduced in the former case. The negativity remains practically constant for time delays up to $2.5 T^X_1$ and far above the entanglement condition $N > 0$, which unambiguously demonstrates that the entanglement is not affected by the exciton fine structure splitting. For the two detector data $N(\delta \tau)$ drops slightly towards increasing $\delta \tau$, this may be attributed to the finite cross talk between adjacent pump periods predominantly present in the histogram mode correlation measurements (c.f. Suppl. Fig. [5]. Fig. [3]c) depicts $N(\rho)$ as a function of the time delay integration window $\delta t$ for fitted model, two and four detector data. Due to $T_p >> T^X_1$, $N^{(4P)}(\delta t)$ does not fully oscillate, but levels off at about $N(\delta t \to T_{\text{rep}}) \simeq 0.3$. $N^{(2P)}(\delta t)$ does not level off, this again can be understood when considering the finite cross talk to adjacent pump periods in this measurement mode. $N(\delta t)$ demonstrates why the precession of X needs to be taken into account by time resolved detection to achieve maximally entangled photon pair sources exhibiting $\Delta_{\text{FSS}} > 0$.

In order to show the practical usefulness of the GHz entanglement sources in quantum interference schemes, such as entanglement swapping, high photon coherence and indistinguishability are indispensable. Measurements of $T_2$ coherence times and XX indistinguishabilities employing Michelson and Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometers are depicted in Figs. [4](a) and (b,c), respectively. To enhance the spectral resolution of these investigations 2 GHz etalons are employed. As may be inferred from the Michelson visibly, TPE enhances the above band excitation coherence $T^X_2$ to $T^X_2(532\text{nm}) = (102 \pm 10) \text{ ps}$ and $T^X_2(\text{TPE}) = (242 \pm 7) \text{ ps}$ and $T^X_2(\text{TPE, Etn}) = (266 \pm 3) \text{ ps} \simeq 1.32 T^X_1$ without and with etalon, respectively. While the usage of the etalon moderately enhances $T_2$, it effectively quenches beating of the visibility due to parasitic transitions (c.f. Fig. [1]a). For XX $T^{XX}_2(\text{TPE}) = (144 \pm 24) \text{ ps}$ and $T^{XX}_2(\text{TPE, Etn}) = (226 \pm 7) \text{ ps} \simeq 1.67 T^X_1$ are obtained. Hong-Ou-Mandel interference traces recorded
by 76 MHz TPE with and without etalon as well as using co- and cross-polarized linear detection bases are shown in Figs. 4(b) and (c), where the latter depicts a detailed view of the central interference manifold. Integrated and post-selected indistinguishabilities (using etalons) equate to $I_{XX}^{\text{et}} = 0.478 \pm 0.005$ ($I_{XX, \text{Etn}}^{\text{et}} = 0.67 \pm 0.02$) and $I_{XX}^{\text{ps}} = 0.829 \pm 0.001$ ($I_{XX, \text{Etn}}^{\text{ps}} = 0.93 \pm 0.01$), respectively, thereby demonstrating strong two-photon interference visibilities needed for practical applications. Contrary to comparable indistinguishability studies [10, 12, 21] on QD systems the two-photon interference traces are modeled as a function of the time delay according to the theory provided by Legero et. al. [27], with the pure dephasing time $T_2^*$ as the only free parameter. This model facilitates the direct extraction of $T_2^*$ - a quantity otherwise only indirectly accessible, i.e. by using $T_2 = (\frac{1}{T_\Pi} + \frac{1}{T_2^*})^{-1}$. The modeling yields values with and without etalon of $T_2^*(XX, \text{Etn}) = (1054 \pm 38)$ ps and $T_2^*(XX) = (392 \pm 4)$ ps, respectively. When compared to the values of $T_2^*(XX, \text{Etn}) = (2040 \pm 590)$ ps and $T_2^*(XX) = (330 \pm 130)$ obtained indirectly, it becomes clear that even though the values match reasonably the direct method is by far more accurate and should therefore be used to characterize the pure dephasing.

**METHODS**

As entangled photon pair sources droplet etched GaAs QDs embedded in a Al$_{0.15}$Ga$_{0.85}$As matrix are employed [28]. The GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure is grown on [001] GaAs substrate by molecular beam epitaxy. In order to enhance the photon extraction efficiency QD-nanomembranes are etched from the substrate, the resulting membranes are gold coated and attached to GaP microlenses in a flip-chip process [13]. Consequently, the devices are glued to Si substrates and cooled to 3.8 K using an exchange gas closed-cycle He refrigerator system. GHz TPE of the QDs is achieved using a tuneable 60 fs-pulsed (20 nm bandwidth) laser system with a repetition rate of $\Gamma_{\text{rep}} = 0.9925$ GHz. The pulses are shaped by op-
FIG. 5. Schematic illustration of the experimental setup. The following abbreviations are used: Notch filter (NF), beam splitter (BS), polarization projection (PP), bandpass (BP), polarizing beam splitter (PBS), superconducting single photon nano wire detector (SSPD) and time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC).

tical bandpasses and dispersion gratings to a bandwidth of 0.06 nm (5.4 ps pulse length) and polarized using liquid crystal retarders and a linear polarizer, c.f. Fig. 3. Laser excitation and QD photo luminescence is separated by volume Bragg grating notch filters. Emitted photons are collected by an aspheric lens as well as split into two independent detection paths. The polarization bases and bandpass filters of both arms may be controlled independently and are coupled each to two single mode fibers collecting orthogonal polarization bases. Time-resolved single photons are observed with superconducting nano wire detectors (SSPDs) and analyzed by employing correlation electronics (TCSPC) with combined timing resolutions of 47, 56, 54 and 50 ps for four detection channels, respectively. Time resolved photon correlation spectroscopy may be performed using direct two-photon correlation histograms on the TCSPC hardware or by using time tagged recordings (TTR) and software-based processing. High resolution (15 µeV) spectroscopic studies are performed using a fiber coupled double spectrometer of 0.75 m focal length and an attached charge coupled device (CCD). Polarization resolved detection is provided by liquid crystal retarders and polarizing beam splitters, they are calibrated to the QD polarization eigenbases with an accuracy of better than 0.95. Hong-Ou-Mandel interference measurements are conducted by using the two fiber couplings of one detection arm and inserting a fiber based delay of (1.58 ± 0.02) ns followed by a fiber beam splitter. The excitation pulses are evenly split and delayed correspondingly. T2 coherence times are determined using a fiber coupled Michelson interferometer.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In conclusion this study demonstrates a GHz-clocked maximally entangled and on-demand photon pair source compatible to 780nm Rb-based atomic quantum memories. The raw entanglement negativeis (fidelities) of up to 0.479 ± 0.005 (0.95 ± 0.01) are not limited by either the X fine structure or the XX−X−cascade process but only by the experimental quality of the polarization projection of the two-photon correlations. Contrary to recent publications claiming GHz-clocked entangled photon pair sources [17, 18] no reset of the XX−X−cascade is required, which is also a necessary condition for fully on-demand entangled photon pair sources. We present a significantly enhanced method of determining ηex and ηhet directly from two-photon correlation data with a minimal set of assumptions. This is especially true in regard to assumptions on setup efficiency and transition jitter time dependence employed by established methods [11, 19]. Contrary to what has been claimed concerning the latter, we show that the observation of Rabi oscillations as a function of excitation pulse energy is not a sufficient criterion for near unity excitation efficiencies. Time resolved investigations of Hong-Ou-Mandel two-photon correlations reveal indistinguishabilities of up to 0.93 and 0.67, with and without post selection, respectively. This paves the way for applications that rely on efficient two-photon interference - such as Bell state projection-based quantum repeaters schemes and photon graph state generation through photon fusion [4]. Additionally, we employ for the first time a direct observation method of photon pure dephasing times T2 yielding values up 5 T1 for the XX transition by modeling the time dependence of the central Hong-Ou-Mandel interference manifold. The results represent an important step forward for GaAs QD-based entangled photon pair sources by drastically enhancing critical parameters such as clock rate and maximal entanglement irrespective of fine structure, all while maintaining acceptable photon indistinguishabilities and on-demand characteristics. This will lay the foundation to realize quantum repeater schemes exploiting the high QD clock rates as compared to other implementations of entangled photon pair sources [9]. Future efforts with respect to long distance entanglement distribution will need to also take into account the challenge of quantum memories with long coherence times. Possible solutions could entail coupling entangled photon pair from QDs to atomic or diamond defect based memories [29] by using quantum frequency conversion [30], thereby combining the advantages of each material system in a mutually beneficial way. Another option could be coupling to long-lived nuclear spins [31].
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FIG. 6. Relative emission energies of the X, XX and X+ transitions as a function of the linear polarization projection angle. The latter is achieved by rotation of a lambda half retarder plate combined with a fixed linear polarizer. The data is modeled by sine functions.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Fine Structure Splitting

The X fine structure splitting ($\Delta_{\text{FSS}}$) of $|H\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} |\uparrow\downarrow\rangle + |\downarrow\uparrow\rangle$ and $|V\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} |\uparrow\downarrow\rangle - |\downarrow\uparrow\rangle$ is revealed by its characteristic linear polarization dependence on the central emission energy [32]. This can experimentally be realized by recording PL emission spectra as a function of the angle of a lambda half plate followed by a fixed polarizer. The emission energies of X, XX and X+ of such an experiment are depicted in Suppl. Fig. S6 together with respective modeling to sine functions. From the latter $\Delta_{\text{FSS}}(X) = (3.9 \pm 0.3) \mu$eV, $\Delta_{\text{FSS}}(XX) = (3.7 \pm 0.3) \mu$eV and $\Delta_{\text{FSS}}(X+) = (0.1 \pm 0.4) \mu$eV are obtained.

Lifetime

The lifetime of QD transitions is typically inferred by recording the time-resolved photon emission correlation traces triggered by resonant excitation pulsed. We employ two-photon correlation data recorded in the H polarization bases using 76 MHz TPE to determine the respective X and XX lifetimes. The resulting correlation traces are depicted in Suppl. Fig. S7 Modeling correlation functions $C(\tau)$ are given by

$$C_{XX}(\tau) \propto e^{-\tau/T_{XX1}} \ast N(tres_{ch1}),$$

$$C_{X}(\tau) \propto e^{-\tau/T_{X1}} \ast e^{-\tau/T_{X1}} \ast N(tres_{ch2}),$$

$$C_{X|XX}(\tau) \propto e^{-\tau/T_{X1}} \ast N(\sqrt{tres_{ch1}^2 + tres_{ch2}^2}).$$

Where $N(tres_{ch})$ are normal distributions with a FWHM of $tres_{ch}$ representing the SPD timing jitter determined independently. The only free parameters are the lifetimes, which equate to $T_{XX1} = (135.0 \pm 0.5)$, $T_{X1} = (200 \pm 1)$ and $T_{X|XX1} = (197 \pm 1)$ ps. As expected from a near ideal XX–X-cascade $T_{X1} \approx T_{XX1}$.

Two detector correlation matrix

mentally superior to hardware histogramming on the TSPC. Additionally to evaluating cross-correlations also XX auto-correlations are shown. These measurements clearly prove the high degree of single photon purity, which equates to an average of $(99.7 \pm 0.2)$ %.

Using the cross-correlation data of two different channel combinations of Suppl. Fig. S8 the corresponding entanglement negativities can be evaluated independently for both detector combinations. The result is depicted in Suppl. Fig. S9. Correlations of
FIG. 8. Matrix of polarization bases (IJ) dependent two-photon cross- and auto-correlation traces plotted as a function of photon arrival time delay differences \( \delta \tau_{\text{cross}} = \tau_I - \tau_J \) and \( \delta \tau_{\text{auto}} = \tau_I - \tau_J \), respectively. Data is recorded with different combinations of detectors in histogram mode. Cross-correlations between channel combinations 1 vs. 3 and 1 vs. 4 are drawn by red and blue lines, respectively, while auto-correlation traces (channel 1 vs. 2) are shown in black. The correlation traces of the latter are scaled by a factor of \( \times 1/6 \) as the polarization bases of channel 1 and 2 are necessarily complementary - i.e. the 36 polarization bases pairs of the cross-correlation matrices reduce to 6 distinct auto-correlation bases pairs.

FIG. 9. Entanglement negativity \( N(\rho) \) determined by correlation matrices - c.f. Suppl. Fig. S8 - as function of cross-correlation time delay \( \delta \tau \). Detector combinations of channels 1 vs. 3 and 1 vs. 4 are drawn as blue and red circles, respectively.

both channel combinations are recorded simultaneously and share a general outline, still the absolute values vary slightly between the two combinations. This can be understood by considering that the polarization projection on specific bases are not of equal fidelity. Due to the X precession, the contribution of each base to \( N(\rho) \) varies as a function of \( \delta t \) and therefore also \( N(\rho, \delta t) \). This fact also explains why the negativity determined by all four detectors is slightly lower compared to the two detector case, i.e. \( N^{(4D)}_{\text{max}} < N^{(2D)}_{\text{max}} \). The drop of \( N(\rho, \delta \tau) \) beyond \( \delta \tau > 0.6 \text{ ns} \) (\( > 3T_X^1 \)) can be understood by considering that at these delays only a small fraction of two-photon correlations are recorded and background correlations become increasingly more significant, thereby quenching \( N(\rho, \delta \tau > 0.6) \).

**Blinking analysis**

According to Jahn et. al. the decay of the auto-correlation function of a QD transition in resonant excitation reveals the typical on-off ratio (i.e. jitter) of this transition [11]. The proposed model of this decay is:
FIG. 10. Overlay of XX auto-correlation trace of HV polarization base as a function of time delay time delay and fitted model adapted from Jahn et al. [11]. The fitted model is based on the integrated counts of a excitation period $T_{\text{rep}}$ and is scaled to match the approximate auto-correlation peak heights.

$$g^{(2)}_{\text{decay}}(\tau) = \frac{1 - \beta}{\beta} e^{-\tau/\tau_{\text{decay}}} g^{(2)}_{\text{auto}}(\tau), \quad (4)$$

where $\beta$ is the on-off ratio, $T_{\text{decay}}$ is the characteristic decay timescale and $g^{(2)}_{\text{auto}}(\tau)$ the auto-correlation function without decay. We adopt this model for the case of pulsed resonant excitation by integrating over laser repetition periods $T_{\text{rep}}$. The resulting model of the XX auto-correlation data using $g^{(2)}_{\text{auto}}(\tau)$ $|r\rangle\langle r|_{T_{\text{rep}}}$ 1 and 1 GHz TPE is depicted in Fig. 10 as an overlay. The fitted model yields $\beta = (0.61 \pm 0.02)$ and $T_{\text{decay}} = (12.7 \pm 0.5)$ ns, which is in strong contrast to the determined excitation efficiency $\eta_{\text{ex}} = (0.076 \pm 0.009)$ of the main text. We therefore conclude that the model proposed by Jahn et al. does not accurately describe GaAs quantum dot entangled photon pair sources pumped by TPE. One reason could be that the time dependence of the XX transition jitter exhibits a more complicated time dependence (especially for $\delta\tau \rightarrow 0$) that is not considered in their model.
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